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1.0 Confidentiality Statement
Verakari Mobile Data Center Commercial and Technical Proposal

The undersigned acknowledges that the information provided by Verakari within this document is
confidential; therefore, the undersigned agrees not to disclose any information presented within it without
the express written permission of Verakari.

It is acknowledged by the undersigned that information within this document is in all respects confidential
in nature, other than information which is in the public domain through other means and that any
disclosure of this confidential information may cause serious harm or damage to Verakari.

By signing my name below, I certify that:

● I have read the above information
● Any questions I have concerning these policies have been discussed and closed
● I understand that my signature certifies my understanding and agreement with the policies

A photocopy of this document is not valid as the original.
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2.0 Company Profile
Verakari is a Pennsylvania based American company built on American family values specializing in the
Bitcoin mining industry since 2011. Having built the second oldest cryptocurrency mine in the USA, our
specialized knowledge of what it takes to build and operate a successful mine is unmatched. Collectively,
the company team has over 50 years of cryptocurrency industry experience with more than 12 vertical
deployments, 15 modular mines constructed, and hundreds of millions of dollars of equipment
successfully deployed at the highest quality standards using the best materials and latest engineering
technology. With over 50,000 square feet of manufacturing space, Verakari’s highly skilled manufacturing
team is ready to deliver high quality products at high volume.

Verakari specializes in locating, building and operating state of the art data centers. Masters in both
vertical and mobile deployments, our data center designs are highly sought after and trusted by several
well known public cryptocurrency companies that have deployed our designs in currently operating mines
of various sizes ranging from 5 megawatts to over 100 megawatts.

We know crypto. Having built the second oldest mine in North America, our team is one of the most
experienced in the crypto industry. We understand the pace of crypto innovations, the unique solutions
required as miners upgrade hashrate and voltage consumption capabilities, and we are the best when it
comes to creating the perfect environment, augmented with our proprietary software technology, to help
miners operate 24/7 efficiently at peak performance.

We know engineering. The US has very high quality standards for high voltage equipment and data center
operations. Our team consists of master electrical engineers, manufacturing technicians, metal
engineers, industrial designers, project managers, and scientists. We are the best mix of industry leading
professionals who have worked together to create a bespoke design for the cryptocurrency industry.
Verakari designs have become highly sought after and are currently used by many publicly trading crypto
companies and startups. With our knowledge and experience, the resulting products are the most high
tech, efficient, mobile data centers and vertical deployments in the industry.

We are mine operators. We build Bitcoin mines that are efficient and designed to operate at peak
performance 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Building a data center is one thing, but operating a data
center or a bitcoin mine effectively requires a great deal of skill and expertise to ensure everything runs
smoothly and as efficiently as possible. Verakari owns and has experience working with mines of all
sizes. So when it comes to understanding the key details that can make a huge difference, our hands-on
experience has given us tremendous insight and we pour every last detail of our knowledge into our
product. We stand behind every product we sell as we use them in our own operations very successfully.
This is why our product quality guarantee is the best in the industry.
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3.0 Design Intent - Scope of Work
The Verakari Mobile Data Center is manufactured from the ground up to deal with the changing weather
conditions of any climate, in any geographic location, and is designed to be easily transported and
installed on site. Built to accommodate every generation and model of mining equipment, the structural
integrity of the custom designed steel racking is made to allow the data center to be shipped with the
mining equipment fully installed and ready for out of the box operation. Patent pending design also
improves management of electrical harmonics and voltage changes to ensure smooth operation. The
network components use the best materials and meet the requirements of a Tier 4 data center.
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3.0 Design Intent - Scope of Work Continued
The layout is scientifically engineered to create the perfect environment for mining hardware to run as
efficiently as possible. Every aspect of the mobile data center including air cooling, filtration, temperature
management, energy management, electricity harmonics, and all structural components are uniquely
engineered to create the best possible climate for peak miner performance. Add our proprietary software
technology that allows further customization and automation of several mining operational processes
and the result is a cutting edge portable cryptocurrency mine that is unlike anything in the industry.

Verakari does all manufacturing in house from the ground up to create a turn key solution ready to power
up miner hardware fast. Unlike our competitors who reuse materials, or retrofit shipping containers with
racking and electrical panels, everything about the Verakari mobile data center is custom designed and
put through rigorous testing for quality assurance. The capacity per cubic foot is unmatched resulting in
an industry leading maximum number of spaces for mining hardware to be installed and operated at peak
performance. Every unit produced is guaranteed to meet our high quality standards and our patent
pending manufacturing process results in significant cost savings for our customers when compared to
our competitors. Our proprietary and innovative process minimizes waste, uses only the best materials,
offers predictable timelines, and consistently produces high quality products at scale. This leads to
significant financial savings, which we happily pass on to our customers.

Customer service is our number one priority. Throughout the entire process, Verakari will maintain
frequent, direct contact offering real time updates on the manufacturing process, details on order
completion timelines, help with shipping logistics, and happily work directly with the on site crew for setup
and deployment. No request is too big or too small. It is important to us to ensure all needs are met and
the deployments go as planned.
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4.0 Technical Specifications

Structural
The Verakari Mobile Data Center is a state of the art 2.4 megawatt steel manufactured right rectangular
prism with base dimensions of 10’W x 50’L x 14’H. Installed dimensions extend the width to 18’W to
include a custom designed convection air vent hood. This optimizes airflow and temperature
management. It is designed to withstand the changing weather conditions of any climate, including
extreme elements, and still maintain a controlled environment optimal for peak performance of mining
operations. The unique design allows for use as a portable or permanent data center solution and is easy
to ship and assemble on site.
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4.0 Technical Specifications Continued

Electrical
The Verakari Mobile Data Center 2.4 megawatt electrical assembly is done by master electricians, with
decades of experience, who understand all aspects of efficiently powering a cryptocurrency mine. The
entire electrical setup optimizes the management of electrical circuit harmonics in a manner that ensures
peak miner performance and high uptimes. Augmented with software technology, voltage spikes from
miners being overclocked, resetting, or any other issue are easily identified and managed automatically.
Every unit is ready to energize at 415 to 480 volts right out of the factory. Each fully assembled mobile
data center will pass all regulatory requirements necessary for operation. All components used in the
manufacturing process are UL certified and held to the highest quality control standards using only the
best available materials.
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4.0 Technical Specifications Continued

Racking
Each Verakari Mobile Data Center has 90 ft of custom manufactured, tube, angled-steel, welded racking
that stands 8 ft high. Designed to maximize the usable rack space, the number of miners per cubic foot is
industry leading. Each 2.4 megawatt unit is capable of operating 696 S19 miners and is compatible with
all generations and models of miner hardware. Engineered for strength and rigidity, the unmatched
structural integrity allows for units to be safely shipped with miners racked, wired, and ready to operate.
There is no need to store or ship miners separately. The patent pending design also maximizes airflow
and thermal convection cooling to ensure peak miner performance and efficient climate control.
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4.0 Technical Specifications Continued

Networking
The Verakari Mobile Data Center network integrity meets all Tier 4 data center classification
requirements. The Tier 4 data center is the most advanced enterprise class. Each unit is built to be
completely fault tolerant and designed to have redundancy for every functional component per the Tier 4
data center requirements. This includes redundancy in the electrical circuitry and network switches, as
well as, optionally, fiber, coax, cellular and satellite connectivity. This results in a guaranteed uptime of at
least 99.995% or a maximum annual downtime of 26.3 minutes. This level of excellence and quality is
industry leading and the uptime reliability is unmatched.
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4.0 Technical Specifications Continued

Software Technology
The Verakari Mobile Data Center is augmented with proprietary software technology that dramatically
improves operational efficiency and miner performance. A custom designed dashboard displays all
aspects of miner performance including, but not limited to hashrate, temperature, pool/worker
information, uptime, etc. The dashboard also enables remote access to various miner features and
functions, such as climate and overclocking settings. When issues arise, miner troubleshooting protocols
run automatically to identify and self-cure any issues. If hardware problems or other non-curable issues
are detected, special alert notifications help identify the specific piece of equipment for quick
remediation. All major modern models of mining equipment are supported.
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4.0 Technical Specifications Continued

Temperature Management
The Verakari Mobile Data Center has the most advanced and efficient temperature management solution
for Bitcoin mining in the industry. Following industry leading practices for hot aisle containment, each unit
is designed to utilize an air-tight, thermal convection process, which comfortably moves 350,000 cubic
feet per minute (cfm) of air with minimal energy consumption. The proprietary design also completely
eliminates the possibility of any air pressure imbalances and vacuum pressure pockets allowing miners to
safely operate at peak performance in the most optimal climate. Software augmentation unlocks
additional features allowing miner specific climate control, temperature monitoring, and automated
climate alerts. Each unit is also fortified with custom fitted fireproof barriers and static charge dissipators
for additional safety.

Energy Management
The Verakari Mobile Data Center has the most advanced energy monitoring solution available. Each unit
is smart meter technology ready, which provides real time monitoring of the total electricity consumption.
Equipped with remote access capabilities, each unit is capable of being turned on, restarted, or shut off
through the cloud. Plus custom designed electricity consumption reports and dashboards provide
accurate, public utility certified readouts. Never question the power bill again.
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5.0 Commercial Pricing

Base option
● 2.4 megawatt capacity structural Frame
● Air intake hood system
● Exhaust roof system
● Doors and hardware

○ 120 Volt electrical system
○ Lights
○ Exit sign
○ Emergency lights
○ Network outlets and 1 outdoor outlet

● Two doors with panic hardware and storeroom locksets
● Racking
● Filters
● Exhaust

$240,000 per unit

Package Options

Electrical Package

● Medium voltage 415 - 480 volt connection ready
● 60 PDUs
● 4 each 800 amp panels and breakers
● Installation of wiring from panel to PDU

Base + $80,000 per unit

Network Package

● 22 access switches
● 1 core switch
● Network cabling, miners to switch

Base +$20,000 per unit
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5.0 Commercial Pricing Continued
High Voltage Transformer Package
● 2600 KVA pad mount transformer
● 4000 amp switchgear

Base + $250,000 per unit

Energy Management Package
● Smart meter
● Revenue grade meter reporting
● Energy management software
● Power monitoring
● Power control options

Base + $100,000 per unit

Security Package
● 2 wireless cameras
● Remote surveillance
● 360 degree motion alarm system
● Network video recorder
● Premium security software
● Cloud storage

Base + $5,000 per unit
Additional camera installation $300 each

Clean Room Package
● Anti-static flooring upgrade
● Anti-dust entry floor upgrade
● Airtight entry door upgrade
● Hot aisle air containment upgrade
● Clean room gear and wardrobe storage
● Suspension hooks and UV sanitizer

Base + $10,000 per unit
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5.0 Commercial Pricing Continued
Technology and Automation Package

● Miner performance dashboard
● Remote miner management
● Automated miner maintenance protocols
● Automated miner troubleshooting
● Hashrate management
● Temperature management

Base + $7,500 setup fee per unit
Monthly subscription per unit

Bulk Orders

Quantity Ordered Bulk Pricing Discount

Greater than 10 Mobile Data Centers 5% off unit pricing

Greater than 20 Mobile Data Centers 10% off unit pricing

Greater than 30 Mobile Data Centers 15% off unit pricing

*Note that container pricing is subject to change based on current market fluctuations of raw materials
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6.0 Delivery & Payment
Taking delivery of your new Verakari Mobile Data Center is a quick and easy experience. Once
the order is placed, your Verakari Advisor will be able to provide details on next steps and
delivery timing. Verakari is experiencing unprecedented demand for these units. Your Verakari
Advisor will be your source of truth for the latest updates on your order. If you need faster
delivery, contact your Verakari Advisor to review options to expedite delivery timelines.

Payment Schedule Deposit Amount & Payment Terms Construction Schedule

Initial Deposit 60% of invoice total due upon
receipt of invoice

Confirms order and submits
the order for manufacturing

Second Installment 30% of invoice total due within 7
days of receipt of invoice

Billed after the order is 50%
complete

Final Installment 10% of invoice total due within 7
days of receipt of invoice

Billed after the order is ready
for shipment
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Company Contact
Verakari LLC

2022 Axemann Road

Bellefonte, PA 16823

Tim Sandau

Chief Executive Officer

Email: Hello@Verakari.com

Website: www.verakari.com

From all of us at Verakari, thank you for your consideration and we hope to have the pleasure of
doing business with you in the near future.
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Gallery 2.4 Megawatt Verakari Mobile Data Center
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